New Dean for the School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences

Dr. Steven L. Small, professor of neurology at the University of California, Irvine and director and chief scientific officer of the Medical Innovation Institute at the UC Irvine School of Medicine, has accepted appointment as dean of the School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences (BBS) at The University of Texas at Dallas. He will assume the responsibilities of dean on April 15. Small's appointment follows a period of transition in BBS necessitated by the death in 2015 of Dr. Bert Moore, who had led the school as dean for 26 years.

During the intervening time, the school has been led on an interim basis by two distinguished members of the school's faculty, first Dr. James Bartlett, Ashbel Smith Professor, followed by Dr. Margaret Owen, director of the Center for Children and Families and Robinson Family Professor.

"We're all eager for Dr. Small's arrival so that under his leadership we can progress to tackling the next phase of development, growth and excellence throughout the School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences," Owen said. Read more...

CCF 10th Anniversary Report

The first report of the Center for Children and Families, the 10th anniversary report outlines our work over the past 10 years and thanks the people--faculty, staff, students, donors, and friends--who have worked beside us, guided us, and supported us in our endeavors over the years. See here for the full report.

Selected faculty publications highlighted in the report:


---

### Comets Giving Day Results

Thank you for your support on [Comets Giving Day](#)! Thanks to you, we raised over $5,000 from 53 gifts, unlocked a $4,000 challenge gift, and earned bonus funds for our second place finish for number of gifts received among all UTD Centers and for our first place finish in the door decorating contest! A special thank you to Drs. Emily and David Touchstone, Pagett and Mike Gosslee, and Dr. Lynne Kirk for providing matching funds. And, because CCF Director Dr. Margaret Owen said she would do this if we raised at least 30 gifts, she will be taking on the reigning UTD cornhole champion via Facebook Live tomorrow (Friday) at 3:30pm. Check out our [Facebook page](#) to watch the match!

---

### From the Director

We are thrilled with the results of Comets Giving Day, more than doubling last year's results, plus adding a gift to the Center's endowment funds. Thank you to those who showed your support of our efforts and who joined in the fun of the door decorating contest and celebrations of the day. I'm also pleased to share our 10th anniversary report of the Center's accomplishments. This month, we are actively undergoing strategic planning and goal setting for our next 10 years. Finally, we are excited to have Dr. Small join us next week in the School and to participate in visioning the Center's future.
- Margaret T. Owen, PhD, Robinson Family Professor, Director, Center for Children and Families, School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences
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